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at the Rochester Institute of Technology
ABSTRACT
A quantitative aerial infrared thermographic method
for the determination of residential roof top heat loss is
studied utilizing data gathered on over 1000 homes in the
city of Plattsburgh, New York. The aerial infrared
thermographic technique used as the basis of this study
accounts for atmospheric and emissivity effects on the
thermogram data as well as convective and radiational losses
from the roof surface. The strength of the method is tested
iv
on the basis of a multivariate first order linear regression
analysis using the aerial heat flow measurements as the
dependent variable and parameters derived from ground survey
data as the independent variables. This analyses shows that
using relatively simple models, a large portion of the
variance in the dependent variable can be explained using
the ground survey data. Results indicated that a value of
2
R = 0. 83 for the regression model can be obtained at a
2
standard error in the dependent variable of less than 7 w/m
2
over a range of heat flow values from 22 to 82 w/m . The
models constructed use insulation level, inside temperature,
attic ventilation, and roof condition as parameters in the
predictive equation. The modelling process was structured
such that parameter inclusion was based on minimizing the
standard error in the predictive equation. The quantitative
thermography method was found to make significant errors in
heat loss classification (based on a five class heat loss
rating system) only one percent of the time based on an
analysis of 90 residential structures. To contrast the
results of the state of the art method with more commonly
used technology, a classical (qualitative) interpretation
method indicate that the classical approach has a tendency
to deliver misleading results. The classical method was
found to be in agreement with the more sophisticated method
only 36% of the time. Indeed, the image interpretation
approach traditionally employed placed 21% of the nearly
1000 homes studied two or more classes away from the class
defined by the quantitative techniques, indicating the
superiority of the advanced technology.
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Introduction
The nation's need for active energy conservation has
prompted the development of techniques to identify sources
of excessive energy consumption. In the context of
increasing energy cost and demand, along with diminishing
supply, a principle concern of energy conservation programs
is the detection, documentation, and quantification of heat
loss. 1] . Aerial infrared thermographic technology is
proving to be an attractive and effective tool for obtaining
such information. 1,2,3,4,5, 6, 7] . Due to the low cost of
home heating in the recent past, many structures are
extremely wasteful of heat energy. Aerial infrared
thermography is an effective means for energy resource
managers and energy consumers to identify areas which could
benefit from conservation retrofit measures. The available
precision and accuracy of the methods of aerial infrared
thermography directly affect the extent to which energy
managers and consumers can utilize the technology. Since
the end users of this technology desire to save energy
dollars and resources, the quality and efficiency of the
thermographic technology figure prominently into the cost
benefit analysis of the use of thermography as a thermal
integrity assessment tool.
This research evaluates a state of the art method of
aerial infrared thermography in terms of the correlation of
aerial heat loss measurements with ground survey estimates
of thermal integrity. The strength of this method is
contrasted to the classical technique of qualitative
thermogram interpretation. This study attempts to extend
the understanding of the quantitative relationship between
roof top contact temperature and roof top heat flow through
a correlation analysis between remotely sensed heat flow ( a
function of roof contact temperature) and thermal integrity
as determined by ground survey analysis. The data base for
this study consisted of aerial infrared thermal imagery,
ground survey data, and color air photos corresponding to
residential structures in the city of Plattsburgh, New York.
This study was conducted in parallel with efforts in
aerial thermographic remote sensing at the Imaging and
Photographic Science Department of Rochester Institute of
Technology and at Calspan Advanced Technology Center in
Buffalo, New York. 4,8]. This work utilized thermographic
imagery generated by Calspan Advanced Technology Center for
a study contracted by the United States Department of Energy
(DOE), the New York State Energy Research and Development
Authority (NYSERDA), and the Power Authority of the State of
New York (PASNY).
The goal of aerial thermography is to provide a means
whereby an individual can objectively evaluate the thermal
integrity of his property, 3]. To date, the few efforts that
have been attempted to objectively achieve this goal have
been unsuccessful, significantly limited in scope, or
statistically questionable. The majority of aerial
thermogram interpretation schemes are based on the practice
of directly associating an apparent temperature with an
energy level on the thermogram. The underlying assumption
is that variations in the energy levels observed on the
thermogram are directly related to temperature, and that
temperature is directly related to heat loss. In fact, the
relationships between energy levels on a thermogram and
temperature, and between temperature and heat loss, are, at
best, indirect. Therefore, the functional relationships
that exist at each step of this information transfer process
must be characterized. Thus, the classical thermogram
interpretation method of associating a gray tone on a
thermogram with a level of heat loss from the corresponding
structure must be considered to be a qualitative process.
This approach has several pitfalls which make it impossible
to use such analyses in a quantitative manner. It neglects
the fact that the atmosphere affects the contrast on a
thermogram. This oversight causes the apparent temperature
as well as apparent temperature differences to change. Also
neglected in the classical interperetation approach is the
fact that the emissivity of roofing materials vary, and this
variation can affect apparent temperature measurements to
the point where a warm target appears cooler than a target
whose actual kinetic surface temperature is several degrees
less than the warmer object, 3]. Utilizing the technology
developed by Schott et. al. [3,4,8], the approach taken in
this work attempts to account for important variables which
are often neglected.
Accounting for all conceptual variables through
appropriate modeling is a significant step toward
quantifying heat loss measurement using aerial thermography.
However, the worth of the modeling technique is significant
only upon subsequent verification.
As discussed in the following sections, the output of
the aerial thermographic data reduction process is a value
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of heat flow (watts/m ) "through the roof of a residential
structure. This parameter is inversely related to roof
thermal resistance. Subsequent to collection and reduction
of the aerial data, we must ask the questions; how well does
the aerial data compare to the corresponding reality on the
ground and, how can we verify measurements of heat flow
obtained from aerial thermographic techniques? These
questions are far from being trivial and are confounded when
we consider the following: (1) the aerial data is collected
over a large physical area (an entire community in this
effort) containing a variety of ground surface features, (2)
the aerial data is collected within a small time window,
making real time ground truth assessment impossible on a
significant scale, (3) atmospheric conditions and
micro-climate conditions are assumed to be steady-state for
the duration of the over flight, but, are very dynamic over
slightly larger time intervals, (4) each target has
associated with it a specific set of parameters (in the case
of a residential structures: ventillation, thermostat set
back temperature, geometric shape factor, etc. ) which affect
both aerial and ground based response variables, and in
addition may also be time dependent, and, (5) a relatively
large sample size is needed to treat these complications
with statistical rigor.
The first of these complications force us to make
assumptions about the effective target area based only on
its immediate surroundings. The second complication forces
us, in order to evaluate the process, to make indirect
assessments rather than direct measurements. Steady state
assumptions of atmospheric and micro-climate conditions seem
reasonable for the ( relatively short, on the order of a few
hours) time period of the overflight, but, the effects that
these variables have over the length of the heating season
force us to limit our assessment of thermal integrity to
that of an instantaneous estimate of a vary time dependent
process. In attempting to observe a large data population
with many data point specific characteristics, we run the
risk, in a ground survey thermal integrity study, of missing
significant factors affecting individual samples, and thus,
are forced to assume that at best, we are making an
assessment, when we would like to be making a pure
measurement. These a priori limitations of our model of the
aerial heat loss measurement process must be considered, but
should not be considered overwhelming. These limitations do
not prevent us from making conclusions about the process,
but rather they increase the width of the confidence




s, advanced study and increasing
interest in the principles of long wave infrared (LWIR)
radiation have stimulated development of the technology now
known as thermography. 3] . This technology grew as a result
of research efforts within the defense community. The
motivation being to differentiate between hot ("live")
targets and cold ("dead") ones. As the technology advanced,
declassification occurred, making the technology available
to the civilian scientific sector. Scientists and
engineers, intrigued with the apparent versatility of the
technology, began to utilize it in a number of
environmental, health science, and energy applications.
With the development and refinement of techniques to measure
LWIR radiation, methods to record the information in the
form of thermograms were first developed in 1956 in the
health science field. After that time, progress accelerated
in many fields and soon thermography was being utilized in
both ground level and aerial measurements of infrared





energy applications began with the
study of thermal energy (heat) losses from building
sidewalls, windows, and roof tops[3,16]. These studies were
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aimed primarily at the qualitative identification of
insulation defects.
Development of improved instrumentation for measuring
apparent surface temperatures and the increasing desire to
establish improved energy conservation practices, stimulated
the growth and popularity of using thermographic techniques
to evaluate heat losses from large areas of residential
communities. 17, 18] . These area wide surveys are
economically and scientifically attractive because of the
rapid and relatively inexpensive methods by which thermal
data can be collected and analyzed. However, the extensive
use of thermography, particularly in the survey work, has
caused questions to surface regarding the use and
interpretation of the data contained in the thermograms. Of
particular interest to this work is the question of how well
the aerial thermographic techniques for the measurement of
heat loss relate in a quantitative fashion to the actual
heat being lost by the structure.
In 1972, Paljak and Peterson, 16] published the first
comprehensive manual describing standard theory and
techniques employed in using an aerial infrared camera
system to determine the nature of insulation defects in
buildings. Although the authors discuss the principles of
determination of absolute temperature distributions from
information derived from an LWIR scanning system, they later
state that, "The use of the measurement of surface
temperatures ( thermography) must be confined to the location
of defects in thermal insulation and possibly to the
determination of the type of defect. "[16] Thus, a
quantitative measurement of heat loss is not to be found
here. This work is still frequently referenced today, but
usually for the information on the many thermograms of
building material defects contained in the manual. Ground
survey systems, such as those described in the Paljak and
Peterson (1972) manual, are still widely used for heat loss
studies of windows, building sidewalls, and industrial
apparatusf 3] . Aerial surveys of large residential
communities began during the mid 1970
'
s. The aim of these
studies as is the case with most of the wide area aerial
studies, was to utilize infrared thermography to provide the
public with information on home heat loss. The information
gathered in these surveys is compiled and displayed in the
form of thermograms (which are typically in the form of the
reflection photographic print) for review by interested
property owners.
Public response to these programs has been
better than expected, and hopefully has helped to increase
public awareness of the need
for energy conservation
practices[ 4] . Both the
aerial and the ground-level surveys
of heat loss are useful
tools in qualitatively assessing the
10
propagation of infrared energy from surfaces. However,
there are many who wish to extend the current technology, to
include not only qualitative, but quantitative estimations
of heat loss from buildings. As a result, some controversy
has risen over exactly how much quantitative or even
qualitative information can be extracted from the
thermograms obtained from LWIR radiation scanning
surveys[ 4] .
The discussion from this point on, will be limited to
aerial remote sensing studies, since that is the focus of
this work. Current technology for aerial remote sensing
studies of roof top heat loss entails the use of an infrared
scanner system which collects radiation in a given
wavelength band chosen to minimize atmospheric interferences
and maximize signal strength. LWIR radiation detected by
the scanner is recorded either on magnetic tape or
photographic film, depending on the chosen system. It is
possible to perform data collection in both digital and
analog forms. Digital data collection has the advantages of
simplified processing and data communication, but suffers
from data storage requirements. The system used in this
effort was an analog one, in which data was stored both on
analog (video) tape and photographic film. Analog data
collection was nearly mandatory for this project due to the
11
large geographic area covered in the thermographic survey.
(Indeed, had a digital recording system been used here, a
much larger aircraft would have been required simply to
carry the digital tapes! )
Processing of the collected data usually results in
the production of thermographic image products which display
radiant
"heat"
energy from roof tops as shades of grey or as
colors. These images do not directly display heat loss or
even temperature, and only with detailed analytical
interpretaion can heat loss information be inferred from
thermograms. Meteorlogical factors at the time of data
collection, structural and material properties of the target
under study, the type of collection electro-optics used, and
the orientation of the aircraft must all be considered when
attempting to determine actual roof surface
temperature s[ 3,4].
Tanis (1976)[16] presented the results of an aerial
survey of a
large number of residential buildings.
Interpretation of the aerial data consisted of producing a
number of calibrated temperature
"slices"
by quantifying the
data into discrete signal levels representing
"apparent"
temperature ranges. The ranges were individually imaged and
photographed to highlight all surfaces in the same
temperature range. The black and white temperature prints,
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it was concluded, provided "quantitative evidence of
building surface temperatures and their variations'^ 16] . In
producing these images, however, the assumption was made
that the emissivities of all the surfaces studied were
constant and near unity.
Emissivity. however, is one of the variables which
plays an important role in the determination of surface
temperature and cannot be treated lightly in attempting to
quantify heat loss. Jones (1977)[19] discussed emissivity
and concluded that "extreme care must be taken when making
comparisons of surface temperatures of different materials
when an emissivity measurement has not been made", and
"suggests that meaningful results. .. may only be possible for
surfaces of identical materials'^ 19] .
Other variables exist and must be addressed. Bowman
et al. (1977)[6] discuss the interpretation of data
obtained from overflights of NASA centers. They report that
it is possible to calculate true surface temperature when
the spectral band emissivity of a given target is known.
The given expression for this calculation does not take into
account the atmospheric effects, roof orientation, or
ventilation underneath the roof. They also assume that for
the energy losses of interest, that the spectral band
emissivities are generally greater than 0. 70. The report
13
goes on to discuss heat loss determination calculated from
effective temperature ranges, surface conductance, surface
spectral band emissivity, and ambient air temperature.
Again, several significant variables are not considered.
Included in the recommendations, however. is a statement
that better methods of quantifying thermal imagery are
needed. These suggestions include accounting for the
effects of surface emissivity, accurate temperature
discrimination, flight altitude, weather conditions, and the
time of day. All of these factors are necessary for
improved utilization of thermal imagery for quantitative
heat flux determination.
Brown (1978)[5] discusses the need to include the
effects of attic ventilation, roof emissivity, and roof
pitch variations in determining roof surface temperature.
Of particular significance in this work is the development
of a model used for calculating attic ventilation
effects on
residential heat loss analysis. Specifically, the author
demonstrated that there was not a strong correlation between
apparent roof temperatures and
insulation R-values. Indeed,
other factors were contributing
to the observed variation in
the imagery. Roof pitch
was found to have a substantial
effect upon the apparent roof temperatures; notably,
model
calculations showed a
temperature change of 0. 6 C resulting
14
from a change in roof pitch from 1/3 to 5/6. Finally, when
attic ventilation was factored into the model, there was a
marked improvement in the prediction of attic R-values from
the aerial thermograms.
Brown (1978)[7] reports on further study done to
examine the possibility of using a LWIR scanning system in
the 8 to 14 m band to quantitatively estimate heat loss from
buildings. He concludes that any attempt to calculate heat
loss using aerial thermal infrared imagery should consider
the effects of attic ventilation, roof pitch, roofing
material, and house type. He also stresses the need for
accuracy in emissivity determination and points out that
data collection under proper conditions (clear skies, calm
winds, dry roofs, and large temperature gradients) with
carefully calibrated equipment is
essential for optimum
utilization of thermal data.
In his most recent effort, Brown et al, (1978)
reaffirms the importance of house style, roof pitch
variations, and attic
ventilation. He also states that care
should be taken in noting water, snow, and ice patches on
flat roofs, as this seems to be
a major obstacle to proper
interpretation of thermal images of these structures.
Finally, Brown reports
that model calculations between
houses with R-10 and R-20
insulation was 0.8 C, which is a
15
detectable difference with present LWIR systems. Thus,
Brown suggests that attic insulation information is
potentially available from the current state of the art
imagery.
Goldstein (1978)[20] also reports in his study of the
relationship of roof surface temperature, and the properties
of heat transfer and emitted radiation, that there are many
variables which must be considered when interpreting thermal
data. He states that although emissivity changes do not
have a major affect on actual roof surface temperature, they
do have a significant affect on the apparent roof surface
temperature as measured by a LWIR sensing system. He
further points out that local wind speed, sky temperature,
and roof ventilation may actually overshadow the influence
of roof structure thermal resistance on the surface
temperature. He emphasized that application of the current
technology is most valuable in finding discontinuities of
roof surface temperature on a uniform surface, and that
systems for measuring heat loss will work best with
homogeneous, horizontal surfaces so that variations in the
surroundings will not affect the results. Comparison of
roofs with varying thermal resistances
should be possible at
low wind speeds.
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In an attempt to condense much of the information
available on the current status of thermal imaging
technology, the U. S. Department of Energy has sponsored two
studies intended to stimulate the interest of potential
users of the technology. Dick and Schmer( 1978)[ 21] have
provided a "how
to"
manual of technical information on the
use of aerial infrared scanning systems. Shumaker et al.
(1979)[22] gives a general, non-technical overview of the
state of the technology. They point out the need for
additional study in order to realize the full potential of
thermal survey technology and discuss some of the existing
problems with interpreting LWIR scanner data.
Hazard ( 1979, 1980) [ 23,24] has performed several large
scale aerial infrared surveys. In his latest effort[ 24] ,
Hazard makes the claim: "Results of a statistical
comparison between ASHRAE based and IR audits of 175 single
family homes . . . show that, on the average, the aerial based
heat loss estimates fall within a 10 percent error envelope
around the true BTUH losses 90 percent of the time. "[24]
This seemingly impressive claim is very short on
substantiation. The mathematical model used in this work
(based on reference 23) neglects to make proper
consideration of a variety of thermal remote sensing points
of theory. Hazard uses a grey scale with which he makes a
17
comparison to a thermogram. He makes a direct comparison
between density on the thermal images and temperature for an
entire community on the basis of temperature and
corresponding density data obtained from a few test homes
using "calibrated digital thermometers". Hazard is the only
recent source in the literature that states that "the
believed importance of roof top emissivity as a confounding
factor in the calculation of structural heat loss from
aerial IR images was diminished. "[ 24] Hazard also confuses
the statistical parameters of the correlation coefficient
and the coefficient of determination in a manner which
coincidentally support the apparent strength of his work.
As a result of these ambiguities, this worker did not
utilize any of Hazard's quantitative conclusions.
Schott has made significant contributions to the
technology of aerial measurement of temperature[ 25,26,27,28]
and aerial measurement of heat loss[ 3 , 4,29, 30] . Schott and
Gallagher[ 28] have patented an airborne technique for
thermal line scanner calibration. Their method involves a
"profile
calibration"
in which flyovers at various altitudes
are used to generate data which allows for the interpolation
of ground data from the aerial measurements. Schott and
Kirby[3] have developed a simple
algorithm for determining
shape factors of residential homes. Schott has developed
18
procedures for accounting for atmospheric attenuation in
thermal images which allow temperature to be measured using
thermal infrared sensing techniques to a resolution of
better than 1.0 C[25]. Schott et al. (1983) [37] have shown
that their
"angular"
calibration method in which data are
compared along parallel flight lines yields results
comparable to the profile method. Schott 's temperature and
heat loss measurement techniques form the basis for the
aerial data collection used in this work, and are discussed
in detail in a following section.
Schott et al. [3,4] have developed a procedure for
measuring 8 to 14/n emissivity of large irregular surfaces
(e.g. roofing materials). They have also prepared a
library of 8 to 14 m m emissivity values of common roofing
materials which is in the form of a set of look up tables.
In phase two of a three phase effort to develop and
refine aerial heat loss measurement technology, Schott and
Wilkinson (1981)[4] attempted to correlate ground survey
thermal integrity data with aerial heat loss measurements.
They determined a thermal integrity factor (TIF) as a
function of the thermal resistance of the attic floor and
roof, the thermal resistance
of present insulation, the
correction in equivalent resistance resulting from
temperature set back, and the reduction in effective thermal
19
resistance due to inadequate ventilation. These factors
were determined for a given residential structure on the
basis of a ground survey consisting of a questionnaire.
They report that many significant problems arose in ground
survey data collection and that there is considerable
question as to the validity of much of the home owner
supplied data. Despite the limitations of their survey
technique, they were able to distinguish a high heat loss
home from a low heat loss home at the 95 percent confidence
level. This conclusion is based on the comparison of their
ground survey data with aerial measurements. Thus, they
were able to separate statistically only two groups of
residential structures: very low and very high heat loss.
The conclusions of Schott and Wilkinson's 1981 effort
form the impetus for this work. A major goal of the current
effort is to increase the separability of heat loss classes
over the two extreme classes resolved in the prior effort.
The approach is to collect a more significant data base with
more advanced technology, and to perform a more indepth
analysis of the relationship between the observed aerial
data and the ground survey data.
20
Theory
As with any imaging system, thermography functions
through the interaction of a system of energy source and
energy detector. In order to derive information about the
source from the output of the detector, it is necessary to
quantify the transfer characteristics between source input
and detector output. The use of an aerial remote sensing
platform requires that the characteristics of the
atmospheric recording path and the environments of the
source and of the detector be cascaded with the basic
transfer function of the recording system.
Radiation detection systems function as a result of
the principle that all matter radiates energy. Different
detection systems are often classified on the basis of the
type of radiation which they are sensitive to. A common
classification parameter of an imaging system is the
wavelength band of the electromagnetic spectrum which
corresponds to detector sensitivity. Most common
imaging/sensing systems operate in one or several of the
visible, reflected infrared, thermal infrared, or microwave
portions of the spectrum[2].
21
All matter, at temperatures above absolute zero,
continuously emit electromagnetic radiation! 2 , 9, 10, 11] .
Thus, earth surface features (roof tops) are sources of
electromagnetic energy. The intensity of the radiated
energy is a function of the temperature of the surface, the
wavelength of the radiation, and the physical properties of
the material! 2,5, 12] .
To determine heat loss, roof surface temperature is
measured. Roof surface temperature is necessary but not
sufficient for the determination of heat loss. The
relationship between surface temperature and heat loss will
be treated later in this discussion. The point here is that
surface temperature is requried for the determination of
heat loss, and aerial thermography may be utilized to
remotely sense roof surface temperature.
The dependence of energy upon temperature is
expressed by the Stefan-Boltzmann law:
4
M = <rT (1)
where M is the total radiant emi ttance from the surface of a
2
material measured in watts/m , a is the Stefan-Boltzman
-8 -2 -4
constant (5.6696 x 10 Wm K ) , and T is the absolute
temperature of the emitting material.
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This expression is valid for ideal radiators which
absorb and re-emit all energy incident upon them. Such
ideal radiators are referred to as blackbodies or as
Planckian radiators. Planckian radiators emit radiation
according to Planck's distribution equation! 9] :
2 -5 -1
M, = 27Thc X [exp(hc/kT )-l] (2)X
2
where: M^ is the radiant emi ttance (w/m ) per wavelength
interval,
c is the speed of light,
h is Planck's constant,
k is Boltzman's constant,
T is absolute temperature and,
X is wavelength.
Thus, emitted energy varies as a function of
wavelength and temperature. The wavelength at which a






where: T is the absolute temperature, and
A = 2898/umK.
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Earth surface features have an ambient temperature of
about 300K. Following
Wien'
s displacement law, the maximum
spectral radiant emittance from earth surface features
occurs at about 9. 6 jum. Since radiation in this spectral
range correlates with terrestrial heat, it is refered to as
"thermal
infrared"
energy. Quanta in this wavelength range
have energies too low to be sensed by the human visual
system or photographic systems, (including reflected
infrared photographic systems) but may be sensed by
electronic detectors.
The Stefan-Boltzman law can be obtained by




/mx dX = o-T (4)
o
Thermography, like other imaging systems, utilizes a
specific bandpass for recording. The system used in this
work had an effecive spectral bandpass of 8 to 14miti. As a
result of this bandpass, it is necessary to determine the
functional relationship between radiance and temperature
over the interval defined by the finite spectral bandpass.
This is done by employing a series expansion solution to the
normalized integral of radiant emittance. This integral
solution allows the fraction of energy less than a given
wavelength to be calculated:
24
X
D = yMxdX/[ y*Mx dX ] (5)
Where M is the radiant emittance in watts/m.
Values of D are tabulated[ 13] in standard blackbody
tables. The relationship between radiant emittance and
temperature over a finite bandpass is found by taking the
difference in D for the two wavelengths which are the
bandpass boundries:
x^. x, _
D2 - DI = [ f MxdX - J*MxdX]/[ jMxdX] (6-1)
D2 - DI = [M( x,) - M( x, )}/[ jf MxdX] (6-2)
D2 - DI = [ J*MxdX]/[ /MxdX] (6-3)
where M-^is the distribution equation and M is the power
series solution of the indefinite integral of the
distribution function. Thus, D2
- DI is the fraction of
4
energy emitted between > and > . Since aT is the total
1 2
energy for a given temperature, the radiant
emittance in a
given bandpass may be found as:
/.ih 2 -5 -1
M = MT
= J 2ttc "X [exp(hc/kt )
- 1] d% (7)
This expression for radiant energy is only true for
blackbody radiators. Real materials emit only a
fraction of
the energy emitted by a Planckian radiator at the same
temperature. The efficiency with which a surface emits




e = Radiant emittance from
surface at a given T (8)
Radiant emittance from a blackbody at the same T
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If the emissivity of an object varies as a function of
wavelength, the object is called a "selective radiator". If
the emissivity of an object is wavelength independent, it is
referred to as a "gray body". For a given material type,
the emissivity in the 8 to 14 Mm range can often be
considered to be constant[ 2,3] . Thus, materials may often
be considered to be gray bodies within this spectral region.
(This generalization, while dangerous for a broad class of
materials, proves to be reasonable for roofing materials. )
Considering equations (7) and (8), we find that the radiant
emittance (within the 8 to 14 Mm bandpass) from a real
surface is given by:
M = e M (9)
T
Since true blackbody surfaces are Lambertian radiators, the





Where L is radiance in watts/m sr.
There are two major reasons for using the 8-14 Mm
bandpass for aerial infrared thermography. The 8-14Mm band
of the spectrum is an efficient atmospheric window ( ie. , the
atmosphere is relatively transparent over this bandpass
-
see Figure 1). The second desirable feature is that this
band contains the energy emission peak for most earth
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surface features! 2, 3, 14, 15] . This condition helps to
optimize the relatively low signal strengths emitted from
objects at ambient earth temperatures.
14 15
Figure 1 - Spectrum with Atmospheric Window
Radiant energy from the ground is processed by an
airborne infrared line scanner into aerial thermograms.
Several steps are involved in this process which makes it
possible to relate the energy received by the scanner to
equivalent blackbody temperature values. Thermal scanners
display radiant energy levels observed as gray tones on a
thermogram. In order to relate the gray tones on the
thermogram to energy levels ( and subsequently to apparent
temperatures), the characteristics of all the elements of
the system must be accounted for. This is accomplished
through the use of voltage controlled step wedges and
calibrated blackbody references. The details of signal
processing calibration
methods for infrared line scanning
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systems are included in Appendix A.
As in aerial photography, aerial infrared scanner
imagery is subject to geometric distortions. The geometric
distortions common to infrared scanning systems include
roll, tangent, and v/H error (v is the aircraft speed and H
is the altitude[ 3] ). The roll error is due to changes in
the image field as a function of aircraft roll! 3]. It is
compensated for either by mechanical stabilization of the
scanner or by introducing an electronic delay in the imaging
signal proportional to aircraft roll[ 3] . Tangent error and
v/H error result respectively from the imaging process and
from errors in the film transport speed. They can be
corrected for by appropriately stretching the image (warping
hardware/software) during image processing subsequent to
image formation.
To determine the energy reaching the detector
(scanner) from a point on the ground, it is necessary to
consider atmospheric transmission, atmospheric path
radiance, reflected sky radiance, reflected background
radiance and the source material emissivity. The
measurement of heat loss using an airborne imaging system
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CALCULATION OF HEAT FLOW
Figure 2 - Major Processes of Heat Loss Measurement
The first process involves converting the thermogram
brightness values (collected under the appropriate
conditions) to the corresponding radiance levels reaching
the sensor. The third process involves computing the heat
flow from the roof of the structure using the surface
temperature as a dominant input.
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The second process involves the solution to the
equation relating the blackbody radiance associated with a
roof surface to the radiance reaching the sensor, ie. ,
L = [L - L - (l-e)rF L -r(l- e )(1-F)L ] /Te (11)
T A sky B
where: L s the target radiance
T
L is the radiance sensed by the sensing system
L is the radiance on the sensor associated
A with the atmospheric path radiance.
T is the atmospheric transmi ttance
6 is the target emissivity
F is the fraction of the incident radiance
on the target coming from the sky
L is the radiance from the sky incident
sky on the target
L is the radiance from background objects
B other than the sky incident on the target
Attenuation in the lower atmosphere is due primarily
to absorption by water vaper, CO , and OH. These molecules
2
absorb incident radiation and re-radiate it at a rate which
is a function of atmospheric temperature. Atmospheric
radiance and transmission vary as a function of conditions
for a given day. These temporal effects of the atmopsphere
complicate remote sensing systems by forcing the variance of
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the imaging system to be cascaded with atmospheric
properties such as path radiance and transmi ttance.
The radiance reaching the sensor (L) is derived from
the optical density of the target structure on the
thermogram (assuming an analog thermographic system) and
scanner calibration data. In a digital system, the optical
density measurement would be replaced with a binary digital
count. The path radiance term (LA), atmospheric
transmission (t), and the radiance from the sky ( Lsky) can
be computed from densitometric analysis of imagery obtained
by flying a series of altitude profiles at the time of data
collection[ 4] . The radiance from the background (LB) can be
obtained by densitometric analysis of the background areas
imaged on the thermogram. These background elements of the





Where: LB is the radiance of the background target
element,
LB'
is the radiance from the background element
recorded on the thermogram, and
LA is the atmospheric path radiance.
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The fraction of the background which is sky is
computed from simple geometric considerations related to
roof pitch and adjacency of neighboring buildings.
SK1DO|.
Figure 3 - Calculation of Fraction of Skydome which is Sky
Input data on roof pitch and proximity to neighboring
structures can be obtained from interpretation of color air
photos. Several techniques for determination of material
type exist (c.f. Schott,
1979). The most appropriate
method for use here was
determined to be a combination of
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photointerpretation of conventional color aerial photographs
and homeowner interaction. The measurement of emissivity
values for use in a target look up table is discussed in
detail in Schott & Wilkinson, 1981. This reference also
contains a library of emissivity values for roofing
materials obtained from this study. The method which was
used to compute these values permitted measurement of the
8-14n normal emissivity to within 0.02 emissivity units.
Now, knowing the value of each parameter on the right
hand side of equation 11, we can solve for LT and therefor
solve for the associated roof temperature T. Note that the
only target specific terms in equation 13 are the
emissivity, shape factor, and the observed target and
background radiances. Thus it is a straight forward process
to compute the kinetic surface temperature of roof elements
imaged on an aerial thermogram.
The final step of the heat loss
measurement process
utilizes several of the parameters of the temperature
determination step. The equation governing this process
which relates surface
temperature to heat flow can be
expressed (after Goldstein, 1978 and Brown, 1978) as:
q
= qc + qr + qv (13a)
4 4
= hc(Ts-Ta) + F(<tTs -eLsky) + (1
- F)(tcrTs -eLB) +
CpVn(T - Ta)/AF ( 13b)
Where: q is the heat loss from the structure,
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eLsky) + (l-F)(eaTs -eLB) is
the component of heat loss due to radiation,
qv = Cp Vn (T
-
Ta) /AF is the component of heat
loss due to ventillation of the attic space,
he is the convective heat transfer coefficient
Ts is the roof surface temperature,
Ta is the ambient air temperature,
Ls is the total radiance from the sky incident on
the surface,
F is the fraction of the skydome which is sky,
LB is the radiance from the background incident on
the surface,
Cp is the heat capacity of air,
V is the volume of the attic,
n is the number of air exchanges per hour in attic,
T is the average attic air temperature, and,
AF is the area of the floor.
Schott and Wilkinson, 1981, indicated that the
ventilation term qv would be relatively small under the low
wind conditions suitable for aerial thermography. In
addition, the heat flow observed by aerial thermography is
that portion of the total heat energy lost which goes
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through the roof, so we will assume that the aerially
observed heat loss should correlate best with a value of
heat flow expressed as the sum of the convective and
radiative components. ie. ,
4
q
= qc + qr = hc(Ts - Ts) + F( <tTs -Lsky)
4
+ (1- F)( tTs - eLB) (14)
Computation of heat flow thus reduces to inputting
the values of the parameters on the right hand side of
equation (14). The value of T is computed from the aerial
s
thermogram as described using equations (12) and (13).
The total sky radiance Lsky can be defined by use of
existing models relating effective sky temperature to such
features as ambient air temperature, relative humidity, dew
point depression, etc. ( Idso and Jackson, 1969[35]). This
approach was utilized here, although the use of an upward
radiometer (as suggested by Schott, 1979) could be used to
increase the accuracy of the sky radiance term.
The fraction of the skydome which is sky is the same
parameter in equations (12) and (13). The target emissivity
is also the same, given that we assume that the targets are
gray bodies.
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The value of he is obtained from the material type
(previously defined for the purpose of measuring the target
emissivity) and the wind speed through the use of the
nomogram reproduced here as Figure 4 ( after Rowley,
1930)[39] .
Wind speed and ambient air temperature are obtained
from local meteorological data at the time of the
overflight.
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Figure 4 - Convective Coefficient of Heat Exchange
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Overflight data for this work was collected under clear
skies with an air temperature of 28 F, a wind speed of 0 to
3 miles/hour and a dew point of 16 F.
Finally, L is determined through calculation of the
B
effective background temperature from the thermogram imagery
along with conversion of the temperature to the total




Thus, by combining the three procedures illustrated
in Figure 2, we can in principle measure the heat flow from
a roof surface using aerial thermograms, general
meteorological data and either air photo ancillary data or
homeowner supplied data on roofing material and geometry as
the only inputs. The potential and practical capabilities




Overflight data collected using a modified Bendix
LN-3 line scanner were output directly as photographic
records and as analog magnetic tape records. A series of
image calibration steps were followed as illustrated in
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Figure 5 - Image Calibration Steps
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The thermogram transparencies used for the classical
(qualitative) thermogram interpretation study were prepared
using the photographic imagery generated directly by the
scanner. The quantitative study of the Plattsburgh data was
performed using a photographic record generated after the
overflight. This second generation imagery was made from
the analog tape output of the line scanner. A procedure was
developed at Calspan which took the analog signal and sync
pulse from the scanner output tape, amplified and processed
the signal, and displayed the signal line by line on a
brightness modulated oscilloscope. The display of the
oscilloscope was recorded onto film which was advanced at a
rate corresponding to the line sweep of the signal. ( See
Figure 6 for details) The net result of this procedure was
to produce imagery with a significantly higher dynamic range
than the original photographic record. This result is
particularly significant when we
consider the effect on
measured heat loss caused by small fluctuations in measured
density. Thus, the "film
writing"
process, by stretching
the effective density range of the imagery increased the
precision of the subsequent density measurements. During
generation of the improved imagery, a functional
relationship between density
on the original imagery and
density on the enhanced


















Figure 6 - The Film Writing Process
Due to the large number of homes which were to be
identified and analyzed in the Plattsburgh data set, a house
identification method was developed. It was required that
the method be capable of identifying a home on the thermal
imagery and cross referencing the home to tax map and tax
roster data to identify the owner of each home that was
measured. In addition, the heat loss modeling process
required that the nature of the roofing material as well as
the geometric characteristics of each home be interpreted
from color air photo coverage prior to data processing.
These tasks were accomplished by locating a given house on
the thermal imagery, locating that house on the color air
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photo mosaic, interpreting the structure's roofing material
type and geometric conditions, and subsequently locating the
structure on a tax map. Once the structure was located on a
tax map, a house identification number was assigned. This
number consisted of a map code and a block number. The map
code refers to the number of the map on which the house
occurs. The block number locates the lot on the map where
the house is. The tax roster listing contains the names and
addresses of each home indexed by lot number.
Aerial measurement of heat loss requires
determination of the transmission density of the roof area
on the thermographic images. Density measurements were
performed using a GCA Mann microdensitometer. The spot size
on the film (the effective measurement area on the
thermogram) was 0. 75mm in diameter. This spot size was
small enough to isolate a region of about 20% of the average
roof top area on the thermograms,
while large enough for
visible location of the spot on the imagery and to allow
sufficient energy throughput
to the detector system.
The output of the densitometer was fed into
a binary
coded decimal (BCD) analog to digital converter
fabricated
by Calspan and then
into a Hewlett-Packard 9830A computer.
The digital code input to
the computer was converted to
diffuse density units
through the use of a calibration
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procedure and a software routine. This process converted
the input digital count to absolute density based on the
results of a calibration experiment where the digital counts
of targets with known density was measured.
At the time of density measurement the emissivity and
geometric shape factor of the roof being examined were
manually input to the HP-9830A computer. These values were
obtained through photo-interpretation of color air-photo
data. The knowledge base for this interpretation process
was developed by Calspan corporation in an earlier effort.
The convective coefficient he was assigned a value
for all measured roof tops based on the values defined by
Figure 4. The background density was measured for a variety
of structures and was found to be effectively constant at a
value of 0.85 diffuse density units. This density
corresponds to a background temperature of 268. 3 K. Using
these last parameters, it was possible to use the heat loss
equation to calculate the heat loss for all of the test
homes. The output of this process, the heat flow in
2
watts/m was calculated by the HP-9830A and was stored on
magnetic tape and as a hard copy output.
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For the purpose of identifying the ownership of high
and low heat loss homes, a software routine was developed
which sorted the entire data base in terms of heat flow
values. The output of this routine was a listing of house
identification numbers and the corresponding heat flow
values for the data set. The ownership of the high and low
extremes of the heat loss values was determined by tracing
the identification number of each selected home from the tax
maps to the tax roster.
To this point, we have described procedures for data
collection which lead us to an aerial measurement of roof
top heat loss. In order to study the relationship between
these aerial measurements and the thermal integrity of the
structures on the ground, home owner survey data was
collected. The idea, was to use the ground survey data as
an independent assessment of thermal integrity. The
experimental hypothesis is that this ground based thermal
integrity assessment should correlate well with the remotely
sensed measurements of heat flow.
Data were collected on approximately 100 homes in the
Plattsburgh community which were part of the aerial data
set. In order to build a data base of this size, it was
necessary to
visit several hundred homes. This was due to
the high level of home owner enmity encountered. Numerous
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home owners refused to answer the survey questionnaire and
suprisingly large numbers of home owners abruptly refused to
even talk to survey personnel. In spite of these
difficulties, and the fact that the data were collected
under arctic conditions, a significant set of data was
obtained. The data were collected using a survey form which
appears as Appendix B. The survey data includes assessment
of roof condition, attic ventilation, tree cover, and
geometric conditions of the test home. Home owner supplied
data included type and quantity of insulation, night time
temperature, nature of attic ventilation, and age of roofing
material. An estimate of relative snow cover on the roof of
each home was made by survey personnel. In addition,
general observations and significant home owner comments
were also noted on the survey form.
The survey homes were indexed using
street address.
Using the address data, it was possible to determine the
house code number from the tax roster and tax map data.
Once all of the data had been collected, a data matrix was
prepared by combining the survey data with
the aerial
measurement data, using the house code numbers as an
identifying parameter.
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In an effort to evaluate the worth of the
quantitative aerial heat loss modeling process, an
experiment was performed which was designed in the fashion
of a classical qualitative aerial thermographic survey.
This analysis consisted of having a minimally trained viewer
( an individual typical of home owners trained that bright
areas on a thermogram were
"hot"
) observe the brightness on
a transparency of the thermal imagery for each house
measured. The observer ranked each of the 1000 homes tested
on a relative brightness scale of one to five, where a scale
value of one referred to a bright (or hot) target and a
value of five referred to a dark ( cold, or low apparent
temperature) target. The observer utilized the original tax
maps and color air-photos to locate houses which had been
used in the quantitative experiment. Once a house to be
measured was located on both the tax map and the thermal
image, its brightness was estimated by the observer and
recorded along with the corresponding house number.
The imagery used for the qualitative experiment was
first generation imagery, which had been reproduced
photographically (and contrast enhanced)
in the form of 35mm
transparencies. The motivation for the use of this imagery
as opposed to the electronically enhanced second generation
image product was that it better approximated the techniques
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used by the industry in qualitative surveys. Typically,
reflection print images are generated from the original
thermal data for use in a qualitative analysis. Since the
qualitative analysis is at best a relative process, any
non-linearities introduced by the use of another




In order to study the relationships between the
aerial and the ground truth data, the data had to be
processed into a computer compatible format. The aerial
data on the points for which ground truth data was available
were input to files on RIT's Xerox Sigma-9 computer. This
data was later tansferred to RIT's VAX/VMS network (during
the course of this work the computing system at RIT was
changed significantly). The ground truth data were
transferred from the survey forms into data files. The
processed ground truth data and the aerial data were
combined into a single data file using the house
identification method mentioned earlier.
This data represents a 96 by 17 element matrix of
mixed real and integer data types (Appendix C contains the
original data array). Each of the 96 rows of the matrix
corresponds to observations for a single data point (house).
The values of the first column of the matrix are the
identification numbers, which are in a format which
corresponds to the tax maps. Columns 2 through 5 represent
the ground truth data regarding
distances between structures
and differences in height
between adjacent structures.
Column 6 is an indication of
house style from the survey
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data. This parameter was coded such that a 1 refers to a
ranch, a 2 refers to a 1. 5 story house, and a 3 corresponds
to a 2. 5 story structure. Column 7 is an exterior estimate
of roof condition (made by survey personnel) which consists
of values from 1 to 5, a value of 5 referring to a roof in
excellent or new condition. Column 8 is an indication of
tree cover on a scale of 1 to 5, a value of 5 indicating
heavy conifer tree cover. Column 9 is the exterior estimate
of ventilation which ranges in value from 1 to 3, high
numbers indicating more visible ventilation. The home owner
supplied age of the roofing material occupies column 10 in
the form of a relative scale of 1 to 3 where a value of 3
indicates a new roof. Column 11 is the home owner supplied
value of the amount of insulation in the attic measured in
inches. Column 12 is a home owner supplied estimate of the
amount of icicles that are present along the eaves of the
house. Values range between 1 and 3, where a value of 3
represents no observed presence of
icicles. Column 13 is
the home owner supplied value of the normal
night time
thermostat setting in the house
measured in degrees
Fahrenheit.
A significant problem arose
in the collection of the
temperature data. Many of the homes in the Plattsburgh
community did not
have conventional thermostats calibrated
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in degrees Fahrenheit, but had thermostats which had several
(typically six) discrete temperature settings. Missing
values of the home owner specified inside temperature were
assigned the value of the mean of the population of
available inside temperatures. This procedure assigns a
small weighting to the missing temperature values while
allowing the data points which were missing values of inside
temperature to be included in the statistical analysis.
Column 14 of the data matrix contains the home owner's
estimate of the relative expense of heating. Values range
from 1 to 3, where a 3 indicates that the home owner feels
that he/she spends more for home heating than neighboring
home owners. Column 15 is the observed relative amount of
roof top snow cover estimated by the survey personnel in the
context of the snow cover of adjacent homes. Values of snow
cover range from 1 to 5 where a 5 corresponds to complete
roof snow coverage. Column 16 is the value of shape factor
used in the aerial measurement of heat loss (obtained from
photo interpretation of the color air photo data). Column
2
17 is the value of heat flow in watts/m calculated by the
aerial method for the target. This data matrix served as
the primary data base
for the analysis portion of this
experiment.
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The initial statistical treatment of the aerial vs.
ground truth data consists of two basic stages. First, a
correlation matrix is generated which describes the relative
degree of association between parameters (see Figure 7).
HSSTYL RFCND TREE TOT RFAGE INSL ICE TEMP CST SNW HTFL
-.10 -.09 .12 -.04 .06 -.08 .07
.66 .49 .37 -.16 -.36 .48 -.41
-.03 -.10 -.02 .03 .04 .08 .11
.66 .63 .56 -.10 -.44 .58 .59
1.00 .67 .53 -.23 -.48 .69 .71
.67 1.00 .58 -.17 -.50 .80 -.81
.53 .58 1.00 -.13 -.46 .66 -.61
-.23 -.18 -.13 1.00 .03 -.24 .34
-.48 -.50 -.46 .03 1.00 -.48 .44
.69 .80 .66 -.23 -.48 1.00 -.85
-.71 .81 -.61 .34 .44 -.85 1.00
House Style 1.00 .01 -.21 -.04
Roof Condition .01 1.00 -.09 .54
Tree Cover -.21 -.09 1.00 -.15
Ventilation -.04 .54 -. 15 1.00
Roof Age -.10 .66 -.03 .66
Insulation -.09 .49 -.10 .63
Icicles .125 .37 -.02 .56
Temperature -.04 -.164 .03 -.10
Energy Cost .06 -.36 .04 -.44
Snow Cover -.08 .48 .08 .58
Heat Flow .07 -.41 .11 -.59
Figure 7 - Correlation Matrix
The bottom row of the correlation
matrix describes the raw
correlation (simple R) between the input variables
(independent variables) and the
dependent variable of
remotely sensed
heat flow. In the course of data
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processing, this matrix is utilized to judge the preliminary
worth of a given data treatment. The magnitude of the
correlation shows the degree of association between
variables. The sign of the correlation simply indicates the
direction of the trend between variables. Thus, a negative
correlation implies an inverse relationship between a pair
of variables. In this fashion, it is useful to consider the
absolute value of a given variable pair correlation to be a
metric which indicates the relative degree of association
between the variables.
On first analysis, it appears as though several of
the independent variables would be useful in combination to
model remotely sensed heat flow. It is important to note,
however, that many of the independent variables with a
relatively large absolute value of correlation with heat
flow (the dependent variable) also have significant absolute
value correlations with other independent variables. In
other words, several of the independent variables contain
non-orthogonal or redundant signals. To further illustrate
this point (which is crucial to an understanding of the
modelling approaches used here), consider the interplay
between the independent variables roof age and roof
condition along with the
dependent heat flow. Both of these
independent variables show a relatively large correlation
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with the dependent variable (Rfroof age] = 0.71, R[ roof
cond] = -0.41), but, on further inspection we observe that
the correlation between the two independent variables is
0. 66. This implies that there is a large percentage of
association between these two independent variables. This
phenomenon of variable "cross
talk"
is also evident in
combinations of other variables. The partial correlation
between inches of insulation and roof age is 0.67; between
insulation and roof condition it is 0. 49. These findings,
which exist to some degree among all pairs of independent
variables, require us to examine the various relationships
between the independent variables in parallel with efforts
to determine relationships between the independent variables
and the dependent variable.
In order to get a first glance at the nature of the
dependent variable, some basic descriptive statistics were
calculated. Figure 8 is a frequency histogram of measured
heat flow. The horizontal axis in Figure 8 corresponds to
2
the measured heat flow in watts per m ; the vertical axis is
a measure of the relative frequency of occurance of given
heat flow values. The nature of this distribution directly
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Figure 8 - Histogram of Raw Data
For a linear regression analysis, it is important
that a reasonable range of the dependent variable be
studied. There is a risk, in cases where data are collected
over too narrow a range in the dependent variable, that
noise based fluctuations are perceived as spurious signal
variations. The data in Figure 8 indicate that reasonable
numbers of data points were collected over a range of heat
2
flow from approximately 25 to 95 watts/m . This range is a
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reasonable sampling of the possible values of roof heat
flow. As an illustrative example, one may consider 75
2
watts/m to be approximately the energy radiated by a 75
watt light bulb onto a one meter square area. Thus, we
would not expect to encounter heat flow values much greater
2
than 100 watts/m . At the other extreme, heat flow values
2
of less than 20 watts/m were not observed in this
experiment. Ideally, we would like to concentrate our data
collection effort at the extremes of the experimental range.
This dispersion of data is desired in order to offset the
tendency for larger errors to occur at the extremes of the
relationship.
The next step in the analysis was to perform a
multivariate regression analysis using the aerial heat loss
measurements as the dependent variable and the ground truth
thermal integrity estimates as the predictor (independent)
variables. The general concept of this procedure is to
build a model using the predictor variables (ground truth)
which attempts to explain as much of the variance in the
dependent variable (heat flow) as possible. In this
context, it is useful to initially consider the variance in
the dependent variable to be considered entirely due to
chance causes (i.e. experimental variability). The
modelling process attempts to
attribute as much of this
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variability as possible to assignable causes (the
independent variables), and explains the residual variance
as due to chance causes. The general form of this modelling
process is to write a predictive equation: Heat Flow = BO +
xlBl +X2B2 + ... + xnBn + e, where the BO term is an offset
constant, the Bl, B2, ... , Bn terms are the coefficients
of the regression the xi terms are the values of the
predictor variables (independent variables), and the e term
is a linear error term due to chance cause variation. The
coefficients of this linear (the term linear in this context
refers only to the form of the error in the model) first
order model are determined on the basis of the best least
squares fit of the data. Essentially, this is done by
minimizing the sum of the squares of the distances between
the fitted line and the data set. The individual
differences between the regression line (line of best fit)
and the data points are referred to as the residual errors.
The model is constructed by introducing parameters
(entering in situ variables) into the equation in a step
wise fashion. The system selects parameters for
introduction into the model on the basis of hierarchial
inclusion, in which the variable which explains the greatest
amount of the remaining variance (in the dependent variable)
unexplained by variables which are already in the equation
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is entered into the regression on the basis of the squared
partial correlation with the independent variable.
Analysis of the quality of a given regression model
may take several forms. The most common indicator of
2
regression quality is the coefficient of correlation, R .
2
The value of R indicates the portion of the variance of the
dependent variable which is explained by the regression
2
equation. Values of R range from zero to one, where a
value of one indicates that all of the variability in the
dependent variable has been explained by the model. The
2
primary drawback to the use of R as a regression quality
metric is that its value will increase monotonicaly as
independent variables are added to the model. In other
words, in analyzing the results of the heat loss modelling
2
process we must avoid using the value of R as an indicator
of the worth of including a parameter in the predictive
equation. A reasonable method for determining if a
parameter should be included in the regression is to examine
the value of the standard error of the equation ( also known
as the residual standard error). If inclusion of a given
parameter in the regression equation has the effect of
reducing the
standard error (in addition to increasing R ),
its inclusion is justifiable. (It is interesting to note
that including a parameter
will always have the desirable
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2
effect of increasing the value of R , but will decrease the
standard error if the contribution of the parameter to the
equation is insignificant. )
A regression analysis was performed on the entire
data set utilizing the ten thermal integrity assessment
parameters collected with the ground surveys. The
regression was carried out using BMDP (Biomedical Data
Processing) program P2R on a VAX 11/780. When inclusion of
independent variables into the model is terminated, the
parameters of roof age, insulation, inside temperature, and
snow cover are the only independent variables represented in
the model. This regression (a summary of this program
2
output appears as Appendix D) yielded an R of 0. 81 at a
standard error of 7. 15.
At this point in the analysis, we must analyze the
physical significance of each parameter in light of its
statistical significance. Insulation level and inside
temperature have obvious physical significance in the heat
loss model as well as high statistical significance in the
regression and should certainly remain in the predictive
model. The parameter of snow cover while of high
statistical significance, is a very relative measure and
requires further consideration. Due to the comparative
manner in which snow cover was estimated ( as well as due to
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its rather arbitrary scale) its measurement would not be
experimentally repeatable. In addition, the survey data was
collected on several dates with varying weather conditions.
Although it makes excellent physical sense that the amount
of snow on a roof top should be in some way related to the
amount of heat flux going through the roof top, the
ambiguity of this parameter requires that we remove it from
the general model and consider it as a significant point for
further study.
The parameters of roof age and roof condition both
attempt to quantify a general assessment of roof integrity.
They differ significantly in that roof age was a homeowner
specified parameter whereas roof condition was an exterior
measurement made by survey personnel. Because of this and
the fact that there was a great degree of homeowner
uncertainty with respect to the age of roofing material, it
is appropriate to drop roof age from the modelling process
and use roof condition.
Since eliminating the parameters of roof age and snow
cover affect the general nature of the model, another
regression was performed utilizing all of the remaining
parameters with the exception of house style, which was
omitted from further analyses due to its very low partial
correlation value (this was done largely for the sake of
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simplyfying the regression analysis). The results of this
2
regression (Appendix E) yield an R of 0.72 at a standard
error of 8.56. This model consisted of insulation,
temperature and icicle coverage. Note that leaving out the
2
parameter of snow cover decreased R and increased the
standard error.
The next step in the analysis was to examine the
results of the regression on a point by point basis. This
was done by using plots of the standardized residuals.
These plots were prepared by ordering the aerial
measurements of heat flow ( sorting them from low values to
high values) and plotting the difference between these
values and the predicted values from the regression
(residual = observed-expected). Data points with large
residual values were identified and their ground survey












Heat Loss Residual Analysis
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Figure 9 - Residual Plot
Several of the identified high residual data
points
(six of them) contained errors in
the photointerpreted value
of structure shape factor. Where
ground survey shape factor
information was available, we
recalculated the value of the
aerial measurement of heat loss using
corrected shape factor
values. In order to
re-calculate the shape factors that
were discovered to be in error,
a software routine was
developed which took data from
the ground surveys (distances
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between houses, differences in height between adjacent
houses, and house style) and calculated the structure's
shape factor based on an algorithm developed by Schott and
Kirby! 3] . This algorithm was modified to fit the form of
the survey data. Roof pitch was determined on the basis of
house style. Ranch style houses were assigned a pitch of 15
degrees, 1.5 story houses a pitch of 30 degrees, and 2.5
story houses were assigned a roof pitch of 45 degrees.
Three of the data points in this category did not have
appropriate ground survey shape factor data and as such were
removed from the data base.
Analysis of the comment sections of the survey forms
necessitated the removal of an additional three data points
from the data set. These points contained significant
homeowner supplied ambiguity. In one case, a homeowner
stated that she lowered her thermostat during the day and
raised it at night. In another survey, a homeowner claimed
to have insulated the house "to standard
- no more
insulation could fit". This particular home
was the only
one on the street to have no roof top snow cover.
The results of this analysis
reduced the size of the
data base from 96 points
to 90 data points. Six of the
remaining 90 points
were modified due to the detection of
shape factor estimation
errors. The regression models that
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resulted from these data modifications were significantly
improved.
The first regression performed on this new data set
2
yielded an R of 0. 82 at a standard error of 6. 65. This
model included the parameters of insulation and inside
temperature. The predictive equation of this model was:
Heat Loss = -5.27 Insulation + 1.11 Temperature -6.21 (15)
At this point we constructed a new independent
variable made up of an algebraic combination of the existing
independent variables. This new parameter (called ASHRAE)
was designed to relate to the ASHRAE (American Society of
Heating, Refrigeration, and Air-Conditioning Engineers)
estimates of thermal integrity. The form of the parameter
was specified in a personal communication with Dr. John
Schott of RIT. The values of the ASHRAE parameter were
determined (for an ambient air temperature of 26.69 C) as:
ASHRAE = (TEMP - 26. 69)*5. 682/( INSULATI0N*3. 167
+ 4) (16)
Values of the ASHRAE estimated were calculated using
BMDP's transform feature. The mean value of
this parameter
was 27. 04 with a standard deviation of
19. 68. The range of
values was from 7.61 to 64.36.
The correlation of the
ASHRAE estimate with heat flow was
0.77. This compares to




An additional regression analysis was performed using
this new parameter as well as the independent variables
included in the previous analysis. This regression was
performed with BMDP regression program P9R. This program is
similar to P2R, but instead of using stepwise parameter
inclusion, P9R computes regression equations for all
possible subsets of the independent variables.
Results of this analysis are included as Appendix F.
When only the ASHRAE parameter is present in the model, an
2
R of 0. 60 is observed. The results in Appendix F indicate
that while the ASHRAE parameter is a reasonable one
2
parameter estimate of heat flow ( second in individual R
only to insulation), better regression models can be
generated using the original parameters.
The BMDP P9R program also computes the
"best"
regression model based on consideration of all of the
possible subsets. The model chosen as the best subset of
2
the independent variables had an R of 0. 83 at a standard
error of 6.54. (These results match an earlier analysis
using SPSS
- Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
performed on the Xerox Sigma-9 computer). This model
contained the parameters of insulation, temperature,
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ventillation index, and roof condition. The actual
predictive regression equation was:
Heat Loss = -5.05 Insulation +1.16 temp - 2.68 vent
+ 1.13 roof condition -8.42 (17)
The model indicates that heat loss is inversely
proportional to insulation and ventilation and directly
proportional to temperature and roof condition. The
physical significance of these terms is quite reasonable
except for that of roof condition. It is suprising that the
model indicates that newer roofs tended to increase
predicted heat loss. Fortunately, the contribution to the
model from the roof condition parameter is quite small.
To this point we have demonstrated that we can
predict the aerial measurement of heat flow on the basis of
selected ground survey parameters with a standard error of
6. 54. The predictive model is capable of explaining 83% of
the variability in the heat loss data.
In order to express the strength of this relationship
in terms of the quantification of the practice of making
residential heat loss measurements, we examined the results
of quantizing the heat loss
data into five discrete
categories. These categories ranged from high heat loss to
low heat loss. From this data a confusion matrix was
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prepared which illustrates the relationship between the
quantitative aerial data and the ground survey data. This
matrix was prepared by stratifying the aerial measurements
and model prediction values into five groups. The boundries
of the groups were established by dividing the range of
aerial heat loss values into five equally spaced categories
and determining the percentage of data points which should
occur in each category on the basis of the standard normal
probability density function. The stratification process
indicated that 10 of the 90 homes should be classified into
group 5 (very low heat flow), 21 each into groups 2 and 4,
10 into group 1 (very high heat flow), and 28 into group 3.
Using this procedure, the aerial measurement and predictive
model values were placed into groups.
The confusion matrix in Figure 10 was calculated from
this data. The principal diagonal of this matrix describes
the percentage of exact category matches which
occurred
between the aerial measurements and the regression model
predictions. The off diagonal elements represent the
percentages of specific category matching
errors. The
columns of the matrix represent aerial
classification values
and the rows correspond to
regression prediction values.
Thus, element c(i,j) of
the matrix refers to the percentage
of data points with a
predictive model classification level
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of i and an aerial classification level of j. For example,
row 2 column 3 of the matrix yields the percentage of values
which had a regression classification value of 2 and an
aerial classification value of 3.
Analysis of the matrix indicates that 63% of the data
are classified correctly (there is a one to one
correspondence between the aerial and ground survey methods
of classification), 3f are classified with an acceptable
error of 1 classification category (i.e., a house that
should be ranked as a five was ranked as a four), and only
1% of the data are classified with an unacceptable error
larger than one category. In the context of a five category
roof top thermal integrity system, these results indicate
that we have successfully predicted conditions of roof top
thermal integrity based on the ground survey through the use
of the quantitative aerial thermographic method.
Quantitative Classes









































Figure 10 - Ground Survey Vs. Quantitative Method
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To gain a better understanding of the utility of the
quantitative method, we compared the results of the method
with a classical qualitative thermographic technique. Data
from the qualitative analysis of the thermal imagery was
processed along with stratified (ranked from one to five)
quantitative results for approximately 1000 homes in the
Plattsburgh community. A confusion matrix was constructed
from this data (Figure 11) in an analogous fashion to the
aerial vs. regression model confusion matrix. Analysis of
this matrix indicates that the qualitative analysis matches
the quantitative analysis 36% of the time (there was a one
to one correspondence in classification between the
quantitative method and the qualitative method observed in
36% of the data points). Significant classification
differences (more than one class) were observed 21% of the
time.
Quantitative Class














































Figure 11 - Quantitative Vs.
Qualitative Heat Loss
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If we consider the quantitative method to be a
benchmark of correct classification, the differences
observed between this method and the qualitative method are
very significant. Thus, the quantitative method which was
correct 63% of the time and made significant errors only 1%
of the time has been shown to be a far more powerful tool
than the commonly used qualitative method. Indeed, this
analysis indicates that the probability of a moderately
trained person falsely interpreting a thermogram is quite
high using the qualitative approach and vanishingly small
using the quantitative approach.
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Discussion
The results in the previous section indicate that we
have had a degree of success in demonstrating the worth of
the quantitative aerial thermography method.
Conservatively, we have at least been able to show that the
quantitative method is superior to the classical
interpretation approach. At best, we have attempted to
estimate the accuracy of the heat flow measurement process.
This determination of accuracy is confounded by many
factors.
The success of the method is best discussed in the
context of an a priori measure of the expected error in the
process. In an effort to quantify the uncertainties
encountered in the heat loss measurement process, an error
propagation analysis was performed.
The governing equation for the
determination of heat
flow (equation 13b) was used as the basis
of an error
propagation analysis via the method of Beers! 35] . This
method allows for the calculation
of an estimated standard
error of the dependent variable
(heat flow) as a function of
asserted values and of the
standard error of the independent
parameters. The approach is essentially
to assume
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independence of errors in the independent variables ( right
hand side of equation 13b) and to measure the sum of the
squares of these errors weighted by the partial derivative
of each parameter with respect to the dependent variable.
Note that a limiting assumption of this method is
independence of the errors in the independent parameters.
This method allows us to calculate a value of the
standard error of heat flow for any combination of the input
variables. In this manner, it becomes possible to study the
expected errors of the process under a wide variety of
possible experimental conditions.
In Appendix H the actual calculation of the partial
derivatives of equation 13b are shown. This method requires
the input of several parameter specific error values, which
to a large extent dominate the numerical output of the
process. In many cases, we are only
able to estimate these
errors, due to the fact that
knowledge of their values is
not available.
In order to study these
complex relationships in
detail, the error
propagation model was input to a "spread
sheet"
modelling program
(Microsoft's Multiplan). The use
of this program allowed the
standard error estimate of heat
flow to be calculated rapidly
for any chosen set of input
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parameter values and error estimates. In this fashion, the
effect on the predicted error ( standard deviation estimate)
of any single modification in either the value or the error
estimate of a chosen parameter could be determined. By
plotting the outputs of this modelling process, some of the
more complicated error affects become evident. Figures 12
through 25 contain listings of the spread sheet outputs for
the combinations of input parameters studied. The general
approach used here was to vary only one parameter of the
error propagation equation at one time. Values of the input
variables were chosen using actual experimental values as
starting points.
There were two basic types of analysis performed.
Figure 12 is an example of a "value
series"
in which the
actual value of one parameter was varied. Figure 13 is an
example of the "error
series"
in which only the estimated
standard error of a given parameter was changed.
In this
fashion, both a value series and an error series
test was







Figure 12 - Transmittance Value Series
As seen in Figures 12 and 13, the output of the error
analysis yields the standard error in heat flow (referred to
as "standard error in Q"), the product of the partial
derivative of each parameter squared with the variance of
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the given parameter, the value of each parameter, and the
estimated standard error of each parameter. The values of
the slope and intercept of the radiance to temperature
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Figure 13 - Transmi ttance Error Series
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The contribution to the standard error in Q of these
terms is relatively small. It should be noted that for
target temperatures significantly far from the value used to
calculate the slope and intercept of the radiance to
temperature conversion, the linearity approximation begins
to fail, causing additional error to be introduced. For
relatively small temperature ranges ( several degrees Kelvin)
this linearity assumption should not affect the error
calculations significantly.
Figure 12 shows the relationship between estimated
standard error in Q (heat flow) and the value of the
atmospheric transmi ttance tau. The standard error in Q can
be seen to drop asymtotically as the transmittance
increases. The error approaches a value of approximately 13
2
watts/m as tau nears its limiting value of 1. 0. Figure 13
shows the effect of the standard error in tau on the
standard error in Q. The error in Q increases dramatically
as the standard error in tau gets larger. Large errors in
tau can therefor destroy the integrity of measurements of
heat flow.
Figure 14 shows the relationship between the value of
the targets emissivity and the
standard error in heat flow.
The standard error in Q is seen to decrease with an increase
in the emissivity of
the target. For the range of
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emissivity values encountered in asphalt roofing surfaces
(about 0.90 to 0.95) the range of the standard error in 0 is
2
approximately 1. 0 watts/m .
Emissivity Value Series
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TARGET EMISSIVITY
1.0
Figure 14 - Emissivity Value Series
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Roofing surfaces with significantly lower
emissivities would introduce an additional degree of error
into the predictive equation for heat flow. Figure 15 shows
the relationship between the predicted standard error in
heat flow as a function of the estimated standard error in
the target emissivity. This relationship shows that errors
in emissivity have very significant effects on the
measurement of heat flow. A standard error in emissivity as
small as 0. 075 would adversely affect the integrity of heat
loss measurements.
Figure 16 shows that the value of the air temperature
has a complicated affect on the standard error of Q. The
standard error goes through a minimum near an air
temperature of 265 K. Above this value, the standard error
in Q increases rapidly. Below 265 K, the standard
error in
Q is also seen to increase. Within a
range of about ten
degrees around 260 K, changes in air temperature have a
negligible affect on the standard error in Q.
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Emissivity Error Series
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Figure 15 - Emissivity Error Series
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Air Temp Value Series
Figure 16 - Air Temperature Value Series
Figure 17 indicates that the standard error in Q increases
directly with the estimated standard error in air
temperature. At the extreme value tested ( a standard error
in air temperature of 2.0 degrees) an increase in the
2
standard error of Q of approximately 10 watts/m was
observed. Compared to errors in tau and target emissivity,
this indicates that the sensitivity of the heat flow
predictive equation on air temperature is less significant
than the former two parameters. Figure 18 is a plot of the
standard error in Q vs. sky temperature. The curve is seen
to go through a minimum at about 273 K. The value of the
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standard error does not change significantly (within one
unit) over a range of about 20 K around this value.
Figure 19 shows that the sky temperature error series
show a general increase in the standard error in Q with
greater values of the standard error in sky temperature.
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Figure 17 - Air Temperature Error Series
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Sky Temp Value Series
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Figure 18 Sky Temperature Value Series
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Figure 19 - Sky Temperature Error Series
Figure 20 is a plot of predicted standard error in Q
vs. the fraction of skydome which is sky or shape factor (F
in equation 13b). The standard error in Q can be seen to
increase in a near linear fashion with the value of F. The
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actual change in the standard error in Q over the range of F
2
tested (0.65 to 0.95) was only about 0.30 watts/m . This
very small change in the standard error in Q over the entire
range of shape factor encountered in this experiment
indicate that the value of F does not significantly affect
the precision of the heat flow predictive equation. (Note
the distinction between this observation and the fact that
the value of F has a significant effect on the value of
calculated heat flow. ) The shape factor error series ( Figure
21) indicates that large values of the standard error in F
have a significant impact on the predicted value of Q. If
the standard error in F is much greater than 0.05 units, the












































Shape Factor Error Series
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Figure 21 - Shape Factor Error Series
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Target Temp Value Series
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Figure 23 - Target Temperature Error Series
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Figure 24 - Background Temperature Value Series
Figure 22 is a plot of the standard error in Q vs.
the value of the target temperature. The figure illustrates
that the standard error in Q tends to increase with
increasing target temperature. From 260 K to 265 K the
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standard error in Q increases from approximately 16. 5 to
2
17. 7 watts/m . This indicates a moderate affect on the
standard error in Q with increasing target temperature. The
target temperature error series (Figure 23) shows a slight
increase in the predicted standard error in Q with small
increases in the estimated standard error in target
temperature and greater increases with estimated target
temperature standard errors greater than 1 degree Kelvin.
The background temperature value series (Figure 24)
shows a monotonic increase in the standard error in Q as a
function of the background temperature. Although the trend
is quite linear, the affect is rather small. A change in
background temperature of 10. 0 degrees Kelvin causes only a
2
0. 02 watts/m increase in the standard error in Q.
In a similar fashion, results of the background
temperature error series (Figure 25), indicate a mild effect
on the standard error in Q brought on by errors in
background temperature. This is a reassuring observation,
given that we assumed all
background temperatures to be
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Figure 25 - Background Temperature Error
Series
From the above analysis, it is
clear that atmospheric
transmi ttance and target emissivity
are the two most
critical parameters in terms of
the error propagation of the
predictive equation.
This means that these parameters
merit
tight controls in the
experimental process. It is important
to note that this error
propagation analysis examined the
precision of the heat flow equation,
not the value of heat
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flow. The actual value of heat flow as calculated through
equation 13b is of course driven by the target temperature.
These observations of the error propagation process lead us
to two related conclusions: The sensitivity of the heat
flow process to errors in the measurement of surface
emissivity require that we estimate emissivity values as
well as possible, or be prepared to question the worth of
our heat flow measurements. Secondly, since the classical
interpretation method does not treat emissivity as a
significant variable! 23] , we must expect that this method
will, in general, yield some degree of misleading results.
Indeed, this is what we have observed experimentally. In
light t>f the problems we face in considering the error
propagation of the process, we are able to demonstrate an
estimated error for one set of input parameters of 10. 6
2
watts/m (See Appendix H for sample results). This value is
similar in magnitude to the standard error of residuals
obtained from the regression results with empirical data
2
(this value ranged between 6.5 and about 10 watts/m ,
depending on the regression model).
It is interesting to consider the practical
implications of the magnitude of these standard
deviation
estimates. Let us assume that the population of
heat flow




deviation of 15 watts/m , and that the heat flow
measurements are independent (or uncorrelated). (Note that
we are making rather strong statistical assumptions here,
but we could use the robustness of the sample average to
assure normality if necessary; with similar results. ) A
critical error in the measurement of heat flow would be to
2
report a value of 75 watts/m for a house which is in
2
reality only radiating 30 watts/m . If we approach this
problem by calculating the probability of sampling from a
2
population of targets with a mean of 30 watts/m with a
2
population standard deviation of 15 watts/m we find that
2
the probability of reporting a measurement of 75 watts/m
for this sample is smaller than 0.001. Figure 26 is a plot
of probability vs. heat flow value for this scenerio in
which we are sampling from a normally distributed target
2
temperature population with a mean of 30 watts/m .
If we are also willing to assume isotropy of dispersion over
the range of targets likely to be encountered in a
residential heat loss study such as this, the symmetry
of
the Gaussian distribution would yield equal
probabilities
for errors of this magnitude located at any
point in the
range of heat flow values. Figure 27
is a plot of
probability vs.
heat flow value for the same set of
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Probability of Q Error






























Figure 26 - Probability vs. Error in Q (Sdev=15)
conditions as Figure 26, except that the magnitude of the
2





































Figure 27 - Probability vs. Error in Q (Sdev=7.5)
With the above analysis of a priori error estimates
in mind, the discussion will now shift to an examination of
the multiple regression analysis used to predict heat flow
based on ground truth survey parameters.
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Analysis of a plot of standardized residuals ( see
Figure 9 as well as Appendix D through F) of the regression
models indicates that the error in the prediction of
remotely sensed heat flow based on our chosen ground survey
parameters is basically Gaussian. [ 30,31,35,36] However, it
is possible to interpret deviations from this condition from
the data. When the data is sorted on the basis of heat
flow, the residual plots exhibit slight deviations from a
symmetric band structure at the extrema of the heat flow
values. This condition, if real, indicates a departure from
the Gaussian distribution of the error in the regression
model. If this condition is severe, the basic least squares
error basis for the regression modelling process is not
satisfied. Essentially, we observed a range compression of
the predicted heat flow values, in which residual errors
tended to be positive for low levels of heat flow (the
predicted values were high), and negative values of
heat
flow (the predicted values were low). The severity
of this
condition was significantly reduced following
the
recomputation of heat flow for data points in
which shape
factor interpretation errors were made.
The condition
continued to be observed, but to a degree
where the




We investigated the use of higher order linear
regression models to solve this problem. We performed third
and fifth order preliminary regressions, but the results of
these efforts did not improve the nature of the residual
errors, and as such are not included here. Even if it was
possible to remove the residual offset problem with a higher
order model, the physical meaning of the use of such a model
would be questionable.
The regression model that we chose as satisfactory
(equation 17) consisted of the following ground survey
parameters: quantity of insulation, inside temperature,
ventilation index, and roof condition. Inclusion of each of
these parameters is physically reasonable in consideration
of equation 13. We were pleased to find that attic
insulation explained a large portion of the variability in
heat flow. Insulation was expected to be a major driving
factor of heat flow; this was verified experimentally. We
expected inside air temperature to be a significant factor.
The relatively low significance of
temperature observed in
this experiment is most likely due to the variability in
data collection of the ground survey parameter of
temperature. As mentioned earlier, many homes
in
Plattsburgh did not have conventional thermostats.
This
difficulty coupled with the fact that no
actual measurements
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of temperature were made, may explain the relatively low
observed correlation of inside temperature with remotely
sensed heat flow.
The attic ventilation parameter correlated relatively
well with observed heat flow given that it was measured in a
relatively crude fashion. The relationship between attic
ventilation and heat flow is more complicated than the
linear relationship we have implicitly used in our
ventilation index, but, given the range of attic ventilation
conditions that were encountered in the ground survey, it is
reasonable to conclude that our ventilation assessment
technique was useful, at least to first order.
The roof condition parameter was a very relative
indicator of the quality of the roof of a structure,
but it
was useful as a modelling parameter. This parameter
contains ambiguities similar to the ventilation index
parameter. It is interesting to note that the roof
condition parameter was more useful in the modelling effort
that the homeowner supplied parameter of roofing
material
age. This is due to the fact that the condition
parameter
was a direct metric of the status of the roofing material,
whereas the material age parameter was
confounded by
homeowner error as well as the indirect
nature of the
relationship between the
age of the material and
the
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effective condition of the material.
The veracity and quality of the information supplied
by the homeowners in this experiment is certainly not of a
high level of precision. The majority of homeowners who
were willing to participate in in the survey effort did not
have a high level of interest, which caused the level of
cooperation to fall. There were however, several homeowners
that energetically participated in the survey experiment.
On the basis of sheer speculation, there appeared to be a
high negative correlation between homeowner cooperation and
aerial heat flow values. The tendency observed, was that
individuals that had taken part in significant conservation
retrofit measure were very interested in taking part in the
experiment. Homeowners that had
"bad"
houses from the point
of view of roof top heat loss were generally aware of the
low level of thermal integrity of their property, and took
little interest in the survey program. As a result, we can
speculate that survey experimental error
might increase with
increasing values of heat flow. The effect of
this
condition would be to introduce a nonlinearity in the error
propagation model which is not easily removed by the




The analysis in the preceeding section which related
the quantitative heat loss method with the ground truth data
as well as the comparison between the quantitative and
qualitative methods can also be analyzed using nonparametric
statistical techniques. For the sake of completeness, we
include here a brief analysis of these data using the method
of r x c contingency tables.
This method allows us to study the relationship
between r samples (for example the ground truth data) and c
categories (the corresponding quantitative classifications).
If we assume (1) that each sample is a random sample (2)
that the outcomes of the various samples are mutually
independent and (3) that each observation may be
categorized
into one of the c classes, then we may test the following
hypothesis:
Ho: All of the probabilities in the same column
are equal
to each other.
HI: At least two of the probabilities
in the same column
are not equal.
The pratical significance
of this test of hypothesis
can be seen if we consider
that if no relationship existed
between the r samples (recall
that in the first case the r
samples correspond to the
ground data and in the second case
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they refer to the quantitative method) and the c categories
(in the first case c refers to the quantitative
"classification"
and in the second case c corresponds to the
qualitative assessment) we would expect, on the average,
equivalent numbers of observations in a given row (i.e.,
accross a given category).
For the first confusion matrix, the test statistic T
was calculated to be 687. 49. For the second matrix
(quantitative method vs. qualitative) T was determined to
be 137.28. In both cases, we test the above hypothesis
using a Chi square random variable with 16 degrees of
freedom. At an alpha (risk of rejecting the null when the
null is true) risk of 0.05, the table statistic has a value
of 26. 30. Since both of the calculated T statistics are
significantly greater than the Chi square table statistic,
we may reject the null hypothesis in both cases. This means
that (1) that the quantitative method is significantly
related to the ground truth data and (2) there is a
significant relationship between the qualitative and
quantitative methods. Noting the differences between the
value of T for the first matrix and that for the second
(they differ by a factor of five), it seems reasonable to
conclude that the quantitative data has a stronger
relationship with the
ground survey data than the
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relationship between the qualitative data and the
quantitative data. We can use this observation to make a
generalization about the relationship between the
quantitative data and the survey data along with the
relationship between the qualitative data and the ground
survey data. ( Note that we would have been able to make a
much stronger statement in this regard if we had collected
ground survey data for all 1000 homes in the data base! ).
If we assume that the very strong correspondence between the
ground data and the quantitative measurements indicates that
the quantitative method yields generally correct values,
then we may conclude that the qualitative data which differs
significantly from the quantitative method ( recall the
classification errors in the confusion matrix between these
two parameters) is inferior to the
quantitative technique
for the assessment of heat loss.
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Conclusions
We have demonstrated that the method of heat loss
determination studied here is capable of dramatically
outperforming the classical direct thermogram interpretation
approach. Our evaluation is based on a comparison of the
quantitaitve and qualitative methods along with analysis of
the ground survey results.
Certainly, energy conservation experts could evaluate
the thermal integrity of a structure far better than we have
attempted to do with our survey method. We have however,
been able to establish a meaningful relationship between our
assessment techniques and the aerial measurement techniques.
The real benefit to energy managers is
that the
aerial heat loss technology is capable of providing
a
synoptic perspective of residential energy
utilization at a
cost per unit structure well
below that possible by a
rigorous individual ground based
inspection procedure. As
an illustration, the cost per
residential structure of the
aerial measurement
technique for the city of
Plattsburgh was
approximately two
dollars per home. Clearly, this is at
least a few orders of




Our results indicate that the quantitative method
could be refined best by improving measurement techniques
for target emissivity and atmospheric transmission. In
addition, our experience has pointed out the need for
careful determination of the target shape factor (F).
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Appendix A - Data Processing in Infrared Scanners
(after Schott( 1979) )
A. 1 Signal Processing in the Infrared Scanner
A thermal scanner is a device which is used to create
an image of the radiant energy reaching it from the ground.
Scanners use photon detectors which essentially count the
number of photons absorbed. As a result, they have
threshold values below which they do not respond. This
means the energy per photon must be large enough to exceed
the scanner threshold. In general, the shorter the
wavelength ( the higher the energy) , the better the response.
The photon detector, because of the low energies it is
required to detect, must be cooled well below ambient
conditions to minimize detector noise. This prevents the
detector from seeing its own background instead of, or in
addition to, the source. The advantage of this type of
detector is its fast response time and ability to respond to
low signal levels.
The detector's output is a video signal with voltage
level proportional to apparent temperature, i.e., to the
amount of energy
received. The video signal is amplified
and fed into a roll compensation unit.
From the roll
compensation unit, the video
signal is used to modulate the
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intensity of a glow modulator tube whose output is projected
back onto a scanning mirror. As the mirror scans 120
degrees, the scan line is
"painted"
on the film. As both
the aircraft and film advance, the next line is painted on
immediately adjacent to the first until an image is formed
until an image is formed whose film density is a function of
apparent temperature. The roll compensation unit serves to
delay or advance the video signal relative to the mirror
position such that aircraft roll effects are removed from
the image.
Scanning systems produce an image of the area beneath
an aircraft. The scanning mirror collects information over
120 degrees as it rotates. It directs the signal into a
Cassegrain telescope where it is focused on the detector.
The size of the detector and the focal length of the
collection optics define the instantaneous field of view of
the scanner (IFOV). This, together with flying height,
define the spot size of the scanner on the ground.
The internal scanner calibration can be
accomplished
by permitting the detector to view
one or more blackbody
cavities as it scans through the 240
degrees not used in
viewing the ground.
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The main advantages of a scanner are spatial
resolution, the image formed, and its sensitivity to small
temperature differences. For the Bendix LN-3 scanner used
in this study, the instantaneous field of view was 1.0
milliradian with sensitivity of a few tenths of a degree
Centigrade.
Radiometric calibration of the sensing system is
performed in a periodic basis to ensure internal system
accuracies and to provide a definition of the sensor's
response function.
Calibration of the scanner response function is a
somewhat difficult and time-consuming process. Initial
calibration involves the use of a step wedge to define the
relation between the density measured on the film and the
voltage from the detector. This response curve is generated
in operational situations for each v/H (film transport
speed) setting and at regular intervals if
v/H remains
constant. Sensor linearity is then checked by letting the
scanner view water baths at various temperatures at fixed
gain and DC level settings. By converting the recorded film
densities to voltages using step wedge data and plotting
voltage against temperature, the detector linearity can be
checked.
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The system gain is defined as the change in voltage
associated with a unit change in temperature. This is
controlled by the operator and the gain controlls are
periodically calibrated. This is done by permitting the
scanner to view two water baths at different fixed
temperatures. The density associated with the baths are
converted to voltage and the change in voltage over the
change in bath temperature are plotted against gain setting
for the range of gain settings used in operation.
The final step is to calibrate the blackbody
temperature. The scanner is allowed to view two temperature
controlled standards and the blackbody. The associated film
densities are then converted into voltage using the
density-voltage curve. Since the system temperature
response is linear with voltage and since two temperatures
are known, it is possible to calculate the internal
blackbody temperature. The complete blackbody
calibration
is accomplished by plotting the control setting
versus
calculated temperature for the range of
temperatures of
interest.
Internal scanner calibration can
then be accomplished
by use of a
density-voltage curve to obtain output voltages,
the change in voltage over
temperature-gain curve to obtain
the slope of the scanner
response function and the blackbody
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curve to find the intercept of the response curve.
A. 2 - Thermogram Geometry
One of the major problems associated with scanner
systems is the geometric distortion in the imagery produced.
The three major sources of distortion are tangent error,
roll, and v/H distortion.
The tangent error results from the film being curved
when the image is
"painted"
on. The curved film is used to
keep the glow modulator tube focused on the film over the
entire 120 degree scan.
The error from aircraft roll is introduced by roll in
the aircraft changing the area viewed by a scan. Aircrafy
pitch and yaw can also produce geometric errors, but these
are usually small and can be
minimized by proper collection
procedures.
The third major cause of error is from
improper v/H
settings. This is the ratio of aircraft
speed over altitude
which controls the rate at which the
film is transported.
The errors result in the scan lines being
too closely spaced
or too far apart. This results
in a one dimensional stretch
effect in the image.
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The combination of these effects can produce a badly
distorted image. The v/H and tangent errors can be removed
by displaying the image on a black and white cathode ray
tube (CRT). In the display process, the vertical sweep
signal has a series of stepped corrections applied to it
which stretch out the signal and remove the tangent error.
It is also possible to apply a linear correction to the
vertical and horizontal sweep which permits scaling of the
image. Because these controls are independent, the
horizontal axis can be stretched or compressed more than the
vertical to compensate for the v/H error. The data can then
be further scaled, if desired, by viewing the screen with a
modified Zoom Transfer Scope and scaling the image to a map
base. Using this approach, the image can be corrected and
scaled to a map base. For certain applications,
where
correct geometry is not necessary,
the original imagery




Appendix B - Heat Loss Ground Survey Form
STREET ADDRESS.
SURVEY HOUSE # AERIAL HOUSE # MAP CODE
EXTERIOR OBSERVATIONS
1) Distance (feet) to next adjacent hose: Left , Right.
2) Difference in height to adjacent house: Left , Right.
3) House Style: ranch 1.5 story 2.5 Story.
other (describe)
4) Roof Type.
5) Roof condition (bad) 12 3 4 5 (new)
6) Tree cover: (none) 12 3 (heavy
Tree type: conifer deciduous
7) Visible Ventilation .
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Homeowner Questions
1) Age of Roofing material
Type of attic insulation.
Amount of attic insulation_
Heated Attic Y N
Attic ventilation Y N type if yes.
Icicles on eaves
More or less snow cover on roof than neighbors.
Type of heat source
9) Normal nite time temperature (WINTER).
10) Close off any rooms in winter Y N
11) Thermostat automatic set back Y N
12) Time of set back
13) Set back temperature.
14) Spend more than average hosehold on heat 12 3 (more)
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Appendix C - Initial (Raw) Data Matix
2063 25 70 10 0 3 2 3 1 1 2 2 68 2 2 .83 56. 72
9076 15 20 0 0 1 3 1 2 2 0 2 70 2 1 . 9 72. 39
19035 25 70 0 0 1 2 5 2 1 2 2 65 3 1 . 90 66. 55
19050 15 15 10 -5 1 3 4 2 2 2 1 72 2 1 .90 66.43
2071 30 30 0 0 2 5 2 3 3 4 2 70 2 3 . 83 62. 74
2072 25 35 0 0 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 68 2 2 . 83 48. 03
6138 15 15 0 0 3 4 1 3 2 6 3 68 2 5 . 75 34. 03
6180 10 10 0 -15 2 4 13 3 6 3 68 2 5 . 75 36. 28
15005 50 20 -10 -10 3 5 1 2 2 2 1 68 2 2 . 90 66. 85
15009 10 40 0 10 3 2 2 2 1 2 3 65 2 2 . 90 69. 07
15017 25 15 0 8 2 5 1 2 2 4 2 72 1 2 . 90 65.24
15020 30 30 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 70 2 2 .90 69.95
15027 20 25 0 0 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 68 2 1 .90 55.88
15029 10 20 10 10 3 2 1 1 1 2 1 68 2 1 . 90 62. 02
15032 20 15 -5 0 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 65 1 3 . 90 47.2
15034 25 25 -5 0 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 68 2 3 . 90 59. 64
15035 70 30 0 -5 2 2 1 2 2 6 2 63 2 3 . 90 41. 40
15036 70 35 0 0 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 75 2 1 . 92 60. 40
15038 15 30 15 15 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 68 2 3 . 80 56. 48
15041 20 15 -5 0 2 4 1 2 1 4 1 70 2 1 . 90 67. 62
15043 20 20 -5 -5 2 3 2 2 1 2 1 64 3 2 . 90 68. 31
15045 25 25 0 0 2 1 2 2 1 0 1 70 3 2 .90 64. 67
15048 20 20 0 10 2 12 2 12 1 70 2 2 . 90 70. 12
15068 35 20 10 0 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 70 2 2 . 90 65.55
15073 30 30 0 5 1 2 1 2 1 0 1 72 2 2 . 90 65. 73
19059 20 70 4 0 1 4 3 2 2 2 1 70 2 1 . 92 80. 18
15078 20 20 -10 0 12 2 2 2 4 3 68 2 4 . 90 42. 38
15080 15 15 0 0 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 72 2 3 . 90 53.97
15083 15 15 0 0 2 2 3 2 2 4 3 68 2 4 . 90 52. 58
15084 15 70 0 0 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 68 2 4 . 90 53. 44
15086 25 70 -5 0 1 2 5 1 1 2 1 68 2 2 . 90 65. 35
15091 30 20 0 10 3 2 1 2 2 6 3 68 2 4 . 80 38. 69
15096 20 20 10 0 3 4 2 3 3 6 3 70 1 5 . 80 39. 11
15097 15 70 5 0 3 4 1 3 3 7.5 3 66 1 5 .80 32.28
15098 30 70 0 0 2 4 1 3 3 6 3 68 1 3 .80 29.77
15103 10 35 0 -10 1 3 1 1 2 4 1 68 2 4 .90 37-02
15106 20 40 0 0 1 4 2 2 3 4 1 70 2 3 . 80 33. 66
14058 25 20 -10 0 1 5 1 2 2 2 2 68 2 4 . 80 35. 10
15113 70 20 0 -10 2 4 1 3 3 2 1 60 2 1 .90 56.02
15121 40 30 0 0 3 1 1 1 1 0 1 68 2 1 .92 72.46
15122 50 30 0 0 3 1 1 1 1 0 1 70 3 1 -90 56.22
15129 70 20 0 0 1 3 3 2 2 6 3 70 1 4 .90 55. 14
15130 30 30 0 0 1 4 1 3 3 8 3 70 1 5 .90
35.93
15136 25 35 0 0 2 5 1 3 3 6 3 68 2 3 .80
30. 12
15139 40 10 0 0 1 1 3 2 1 2 2 70 2 2 .90
49.74
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15141 30 10 0 0 1 4 3 2 2 6 3 70 2 5 .80 34. 05
15143 30 50 0 0 2 5 3 3 3 6 3 62 1 5 . 80 32. 95
15144 20 30 0 0 1 3 4 2 2 6 2 68 2 4 . 80 32. 30
15145 20 20 0 0 1 4 2 3 3 6 3 68 2 5 .80 32.87
15147 30 15 0 -5 1 4 2 1 3 6 3 68 2 4 .80 39. 81
15148 20 50 0 0 3 5 2 3 3 6 3 65 2 3 . 80 39. 51
15150 15 25 0 0 1 4 3 3 3 6 3 70 2 4 .80 43. 60
15151 20 15 0 0 1 4 1 3 3 6 3 65 2 5 . 80 28.43
9005 70 15 0 20 3 3 1 3 2 7 3 65 2 3 . 80 30. 65
9009 50 10 -5 10 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 65 3 1 .90 63. 70
9015 15 15 0 0 1 2 1 2 1 3 2 68 3 2 .88 53.92
9016 15 15 5 -5 2 2 1 2 2 2 3 68 2 3 . 90 57. 34
9019 20 25 0 0 1 4 3 1 2 2 1 60 3 2 . 90 67. 00
9020 10 20 0 0 2 4 1 2 1 2 1 68 2 2 . 90 64. 60
9029 15 25 0 0 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 68 2 3 . 92 56. 12
9030 30 30 0 10 2 4 1 2 1 2 3 72 1 1 . 90 70. 37
9031 30 15 -5 0 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 68 2 3 . 90 50. 43
15169 40 20 0 0 2 4 1 2 3 6 3 63 2 5 . 80 28. 55
9032 35 15 0 5 1 3 1 1 1 2 1 70 3 1 . 90 67. 52
9034 25 25 0 0 2 2 2 2 1 0 1 70 2 1 .90 66. 15
9039 25 15 -10 0 2 3 12 2 6 3 68 2 3 . 90 55. 42
9040 15 35 0 -10 1 4 2 3 3 6 3 70 2 5 . 80 25. 61
9070 30 30 0 10 1 5 1 2 3 0 1 70 2 2 . 92 82. 50
9073 25 35 0 0 1 3 5 1 2 0 1 70 2 1 . 90 78. 65
3004 15 15 5 0 3 2 1 1 1 0 1 72 3 1 . 88 75. 00
3003 15 15 0 0 2 1 2 1 1 0 1 70 3 1 . 90 72. 60
3002 25 10 0 0 2 2 1 1 1 0 1 70 3 1 . 90 75. 68
16013 15 15 0 0 3 3 1 1 1 0 1 65 3 2 . 80 64. 48
16012 15 15 0 0 3 3 1 1 1 0 3 68 2 2 .80 64. 65
16006 50 10 0 0 3 2 3 1 1 0 1 70 3 1 . 83 67- 21
16005 15 40 0 0 3 1 2 1 1 0 1 70 3 1 .80 71. 65
2019 15 15 0 10 3 2 2 1 1 0 3 65 2 2 . 80 66. 46
2014 15 40 0 10 1 2 2 2 1 0 1 72 3 1 . 92 72. 67
2013 70 20 0 0 1 1 2 2 1 0 1 70 2 1 .92 72. 78
11003 20 25 0 -5 3 2 1 1 1 0 1 65 2 2 . 90 73. 19
11002 20 40 10 0 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 68 3 2 . 83 63. 75
14091 30 30 0 0 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 70 3 2 . 90 67. 38
14090 30 10 0 0 1 3 2 2 1 3 1 65 2 3 . 80 51. 07
14088 25 75 0 0 1 4 2 2 3 2 2 58 2 3 . 80 34. 53
14069 20 30 1 0 0 1 1 2 3 6 1 60 1 4 .80 21. 86
14052 70 15 0 0 3 4 1 3 3 6 3 68 2 4 . 80 31. 15
14024 50 15 -10 0 1 3 1 3 3 6 3 68 2 5 . 80 34. 31
14016 20 40 5 0 3 4 1 3 3 6 3 68 2 4 .80 28.38
2070 15 20 -10 0 2 4 2 3 3 8 3 66 2 5 .80 29.91
2079 30 15 0 0 2 4 2 3 3 6 3 68 1 5 . 83 25.
16
2078 30 40 0 0 2 3 1 2 2 0 3 64 3 2 .83
60. 10
2077 40 10 -10 -10 2 3 3 3 2 2 3 65 2 3 .83
50.70
2076 10 15 10 0 2 2 5 1 2 0 3 70 2 2 .83
63. 12
2075 15 15 0 0 2 3 2 2 2 0 3 65 2 2 .80
54. 82
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2074 20 30 0 0 2 2 1 2 2 0 1 70 2 1 .80 77.24
2073 25 15 0 0 2 3 2 3 2 2 3 70 2 2 . 83 63.26
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Appendix H - Error Analysis Calculations
The error analysis contained in the discussion section
of this work required input to a spreadsheet program of S(Q).
Following the method of Beers. 35], we find an expression for
S2(Q):
2 2 2 2 2
S (Q) = ( dq/dhc) s + ( dq/dL) s +
he L
2 2 2 2 2 2
( dq/dLair) s + ( dq/dF) s + ( d q/ d T ) sr
Lair F
2 2 2 2




2 2 2 2
( dq/}LB) s + ( dq/^Tair) s
+
LB Ta
2 2 2 2
( dq/dTB) s + (dq/ dTsky) s
TB Tsky
Substituting in for the partial
terms and taking a
square root, we find:
2 2 3 2 2
S(Q) = [(Ts
- Ta) s + (mhc/( r )
- 4m Ts / t) s
he L
3 2 2





- Lsky)/ + 4(1
- )m(LB - Lsky) cr Ts /




+ /fVTB ) s + ( -hcm( L
- Lair)/( rf r )
F
3 2 2 2




+ ( -hcm/ (-Lair/r
+ L/r
-
FLsky - ( 1-F)LB) + uTs
2 3
-4<r r
(hcm/ (Lairr) + L/r
-
FLsky - (l-F)LBTs
4 4 2 2
-FcrTsky -o-(l-F) TB ) s >
3 2 2
+ ( -hcmF t ( l- )/
- 4m cr F( 1- )Ts ) s
Lsky
2 2 3 2 2
+ (-he) s + (-4( 1-F)ff trTB ) s
TA TB
3 2 2 1/2
+ (-4Ftr Tsky ) s ]
Tsky
Where the terms above are as per equation 13b.
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